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Major steel distributor trusts GMA to deliver
quality garnet for precision waterjet cutting
Since 2009, GMA has been supplying Jacquet Metal Service (JMS) and its 30 subsidiaries globally with the
highest quality garnet for the precision waterjet cutting of their specialty steel products.
JACQUET Group Operating Director François Bujadoux
said the company has significant trust in GMA to deliver
consistent supplies of high quality garnet abrasives for their
operations.
GMA is the only global garnet supplier that manages the
complete supply chain from source and processing to
international distribution. Moreover, GMA owns its mines
and processing plants in Australia, USA and the Middle East.
“GMA has also provided us with the most cost-effective
solutions to keep our machines operating at stable costs,
and to remain competitive in future years,” François added.
JMS uses GMA Garnet™ abrasives for the precision cutting
of stainless steel and nickel alloys products.
“Waterjet cutting is an ideal solution for cutting heatsensitive materials, especially for customers who do not
want heat affected zone on the cutting edges of our
products. This cutting method also provides fine cut edges
with minimal kerfs,” François said.
With more than 100 distribution facilities in 25 countries
and more than 3,000 employees, Jacquet Metal Service is
an European leader in the distribution of specialty steels.

From left: Jacquet Operating Director François Bujadoux, GMA International Product
Manager – Waterjet Tiziano Cher and Jacquet Chief Technical Officer Pierre Richard.

Its main business is the purchase, storage, and delivery of a wide
range of metallurgic products such as stainless steel, nickel alloys
and engineering steels. The JMS Group is also present in North
America and in Asia.
By Stephanie Cheong, GMA Group

"Waterjet cutting is an ideal solution for cutting
heat-sensitive materials, especially for customers
who do not want heat affected zone on the cutting
edges of our products." - François Bujadoux
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Two decades of
partnership with Med Link
GMA celebrated 20 years of successful business partnership
with international logistics company, Med Link SRL in October
last year.
Patrick Largier

Introducing GMA
Group Chairman
Patrick Largier
Patrick Largier joined GMA as Group
Chairman last year. He brings 30 years
of experience in the oil, chemicals and
mining sectors from across the globe
including Australia, the United Kingdom
and South Africa.
Before his appointment at GMA, Patrick
was the Managing Director of Ludowici, an
ASX-listed global specialist mining services
company with operations across five
continents. Prior to this, he spent 15 years
with ICI and Orica’s Plastics and Chemical
Groups in numerous business general manager
roles. His final position in the company was
on Orica's Group Executive team as General
Manager - Strategy & Acquisitions.

GMA representatives, and the management and employees of Med
Link celebrated the anniversary event at the company’s garnet
reprocessing plant in Aulla, Italy. The guests were also given a tour
of the plant including the storage facility.
“I remember meeting Med Link President Piero Raciti for the first
time. It was in Viareggio in November 1999,” GMA Europe General
Manager Andreas Höfner said.
“We were looking for storage facilities to support our distribution
of GMA Garnet™ abrasives in Italy.”
At that time, Piero worked as a partner for a shipping company.
A business relationship was soon formed and the first containers
of GMA Garnet™ arrived in Livorno in early 2000. The business
relationship with Piero grew when he established Med Link in 2003.
Seven years later, the first garnet reprocessing plant in Europe was
launched in Aulla.
“As we celebrate 20 years of successful partnership, we look forward
to working with Med Link for many more years to come,” Andreas said.
By Andreas Höfner, GMA Europe

“His strong international business experience
in relevant market sectors will support further
growth across the Group as we continue to
provide our customers with the best quality
garnet available in the world today,” CEO
Stephen Gobby said.
“The executive team and I look forward to
draw on Patrick's deep experience to help
us make a difference for our customers,
our people, our communities and, the
environment,” Stephen added.
Patrick holds a BSc in Chemical Engineering
(with Honours) from the University of Cape
Town in South Africa and has completed
the Advanced Management Program (AMP)
at Harvard Graduate School of Business in
Boston. He has also undertaken the Australian
Institute of Company Directors (AICD)
Company Directors Course.
By Stephanie Cheong, GMA Group
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From left: GMA International Product Manager – Waterjet Tiziano Cher, GMA Europe General Manager
Andreas Höfner, Med Link President Piero Raciti, Christopher Bonuccelli and Nicholas Bonuccelli from
Med Link. Piero and Christopher were holding a special gift from GMA - a momento depicting the main
attractions in Hamburg. The skyline of the 1.5m x 0.8m aluminium plate was produced via waterjet
cutting using GMA ClassicCut™ 80.

CORPORATE | ASIA PACIFIC

The winning guess came from Daniel Siavoshian (middle) flanked by Alan
Godinho (left) and Saravanan Madavamani (right) from GMA Asia Pacific.

How many garnet
grains are there in 1Kg?
Can you guess the number of garnet grains in
one kilogramme* of SpeedBlast™?
The answer is 44,545,055 individual garnet grains!
Attendees from last year’s Australian Corrosion Association’s
(ACA) Applicator Day took up the challenge in guessing the
number garnet grains in a jar.
The jar contained 1kg of SpeedBlast™ garnet or exactly
44,545,055 individual grains, which were counted at the GMA
laboratory in Geraldton, Australia.
To give participants a better chance of winning, they were
given a guessing range between 44 to 45 million. With a Weber
Barbeque, of their choice up to the value of AUD$800, going to
the person who submitted the closest guess.

New BlastTalk
videos offer easy
tips on optimising
blast performance
GMA has launched a set of BlastTalk videos
that shows viewers how optimising your
blast performance can be as easy as ABC
in January this year.
The first video in the series talks about
optimising blast performance with our high
quality garnet abrasive products - GMA Garnet™
while the second video touches on adjusting
your blast equipment to improve performance.
The final video shows our viewers the correct
blasting techniques to achieve a more efficient
and effective blast results.
By Jasmine Seah, GMA Group

The winning guess came from Daniel Siavoshian, Managing
Director of Chemstuk, whose guess was 44,554,569 garnet grains.
The ACA Applicator Day, organised by BlastOne International
Pty Ltd was held at MIRRAT House in Port Melbourne, Australia
on 27th November 2019 as part of the ACA’s annual Corrosion
& Prevention conference.
The GMA booth showcased GMA’s blasting abrasives that
are available in the Australian market, which include GMA
PremiumBlast™, GMA SpeedBlast™ and GMA NewSteel™.
Blasted steel plates with different blast grades were presented,
allowing customers to see the surface finish and profile
achievable with each product.
By Alan Godinho, GMA Asia Pacific
*1kg is around 2.2lbs

The BlastTalk series show our viewers how optimising your
blast performance can be as easy as ABC.
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JETTALK

F E AT U R E S E R I E S
The Garnet Edge brings
you JetTalk - a series on
waterjet cutting tips and
solutions contributed by
our experienced waterjet
solutions team.

JetTalk: Optimal combination of waterjet nozzle,
orifice and GMA Garnet™ (PART II)

By Hemanshu Dawda,
GMA Middle East

In the previous edition, we talked about orifice selection. Let’s talk about the
nozzle and abrasive selection to optimise your waterjet cutting performance.
Nozzle (focusing tube) selection

Garnet Abrasive Selection

As a general rule, the orifice diameter should be approximately
three times the size of the water nozzle orifice.

Garnet has been used for decades as an abrasive in waterjet
cutting due to its superior physical properties. When added to
high pressure streams of water, garnet abrasive is capable of
cutting through tough materials including steel, aluminum, stone
and inconel.

While some users would recommend a smaller ratio of
about 2.5 times to produce faster cutting speeds, there are
trade-offs. It could cause an increase in nozzle wear and part
tolerance which translate to more costs. Moreover, the wrong
combination can also affect the cutting quality.
Many waterjet cutting users tend to operate with the standard
combinations that are commonly practised or promoted in the
industry. It may be worth exploring different combinations that
could help reduce your orifice and nozzle wear and tear while
obtaining a better cutting quality for your project.
Below are the possible combinations*:
Nozzle bore
diameter

0.030’’ (0.76 mm)

Orifice size

0.010’’ (0.25 mm)

Recommended
GMA products
ExcelCut™ 80*
ExcelCut™ 120*
ClassicCut™ 80
ClassicCut™ 120

0.012’’ (0.30 mm)

ExcelCut™ 50*
ExcelCut™ 80*
ProCut™ 60*
ClassicCut™ 80

0.040’’ (1.02 mm)

0.013’’ (0.33 mm)

ExcelCut™ 50*
ExcelCut™ 80*
ProCut™ 60*
ClassicCut™ 80

0.040’’ (1.02 mm)

0.014’’ (0.35 mm)

ExcelCut™ 80*
ProCut™ 60*
ClassicCut™ 80

0.040’’ (1.09 mm)

0.016’’ (0.40 mm)

ExcelCut™ 50*

0.036’’ (0.91 mm)
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Currently, the use of abrasive waterjet cutting in the natural
stone industry is increasing. The effectiveness of abrasive
waterjet cutting on natural stones is dependent on the
properties of the stone and machine operating parameters.
Stone (marble & ceramic and granite) is softer material compared
to metal. Using finer garnet particle sizes can help achieve a
smoother surface finish on softer materials.
Industry standards denote that garnet sizes ranging from 80
mesh to 120 mesh deliver the optimum performance in most
applications in industrial waterjet cutting operations. GMA
Garnet™ is well known in the industry as a pure and accurately
sized garnet abrasive with no dust or ineffective grains to
restrict garnet free flow.
150
mesh

120
mesh

FINE
Finer garnet abrasives are used for
precision cutting of aircraft components,
glass as well as soft materials such as
marble and ceramic tiles.

90
80
mesh mesh

60
mesh

COARSE
Coarser garnet abrasives are
ideal for cutting hard metals,
composites and granite.

*Note: User discretion is advised when following these recommendations. GMA is
not responsible for any performance damages resulting from the use of information
presented in this chart.

BLASTTALK

F E AT U R E S E R I E S
The Garnet Edge now
includes BlastTalk - a
series on blast cleaning
tips & solutions to help
you achieve maximum
value and results in your
blasting projects.

BlastTalk: The ABC of Abrasive Blasting
– tips to achieve the most efficient and effective blast.
PART A – SELECTING THE CORRECT ABRASIVE
A common method for preparing
steel substrates prior to the
application of protective coatings
is abrasive blast cleaning. In order
to achieve the required standard of
preparation, it is important to select
the most appropriate abrasive for
the job in hand.
Factors which will influence the choice
of abrasive include the specified surface
profile and quality of finish.
Various types of abrasive offer the
ability to produce a range of profiles,
but not all will guarantee high standards
of surface cleanliness.
In comparison to relatively soft slags,
tougher less friable abrasives which do
not easily break down in use, will reduce
the risk of embedment within the profile
and facilitate a cleaner surface.
The health and safety of blast cleaning
operatives should be high on the list of
priorities during the process of
abrasive selection.

Tougher abrasives which do not easily
break down will produce lower dust
levels, giving the operator better
visibility, thus producing a safer
working environment.
Abrasives containing high levels of
free silica or traces of heavy metals
such as beryllium may be hazardous
to health. Material Safety Data Sheets
should therefore be consulted. It is
also important to be aware of disposal
regulations governing any abrasive
under consideration.
When selecting your abrasive, site
conditions should be given careful
consideration. For instance, abrasives
which produce high dust levels may
not be suitable for working within
confined spaces.
Also, in cases where there is limited
access for removal of spent abrasive,
a product offering low consumption
rates, hence less quantities expended,
would be most appropriate.

Some projects may offer the opportunity
to consider abrasive recycling.
First of all, the client’s specification should
not contain any objections. Site conditions
would need to be suitable for containing
the material at the work site and storing it
at a dry location prior to reprocessing.
The project would need to be of a
suitable size in order to justify the initial
expense of installing an appropriate
recycling unit. If these conditions are
satisfied, an abrasive suitable for multiple
uses may be considered.
In summary, abrasive selection
should always consider health and
safety matters as well as customer
requirements. If in doubt, you should
consult the abrasive manufacturer.

By John Halewood,
GMA Group
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MIDDLE EAST

GMA secures garnet
recycling contract
with ADNOC
GMA has successfully secured a three-year garnet
recycling contract with ADNOC LNG in August
last year.
GMA Middle East Business Development Manager Ajay
Thanki said the used garnet collected from customers
such as ADNOC will be treated and re-processed at our
plant facilities.
“This programme provides our customers a cost-effective
and environmentally responsible option to dispose of
their used garnet,” Ajay added.
Prior to the agreement, the ADNOC LNGs’ Health, Safety
and Environment division visited GMA’s facilities in Jebel
Ali, Dubai on 7 August 2019 to learn more about the
garnet recycling programme, its benefits and impact on
the environment.
The GMA team organised a presentation on the recycling
processes followed by a tour of the recycling facilities
and the safety procedures briefing. The visitors were also
given a quick tour of the processing and packaging plants.
“We will be receiving approximately 2,000MT of used
garnet from the company every year for the next three
years,” Ajay said.

From left: GMA Middle East Business Development Manager Ajay Thanki,
Senior Engineer – Environment Babu Krishnan and Senior Engineer – Environment
Harikumar Nair from ADNOC LNG.

"This is a great example of a customer and supplier working
together to minimise the environmental impact of the industry
and achieving a positive commercial outcome," GMA CEO Stephen
Gobby said.
ADNOC LNG is committed to successfully lower flaring and
emissions to reduce the impact of their operations and safeguard
the natural environment.
ADNOC is 12th Largest oil producer in the world and ADNOC LNG
is member of the ADNOC Group of Companies based in Abu Dhabi
and operating at Das Island, an oil and gas industrial operations
facilities hub located 160km off the coast of the UAE.
By Stephanie Cheong, GMA Group

Consistent delivery of GMA Garnet™ to
Middle East offshore oil field projects
GMA PremiumBlast™ garnet and
GMA Newsteel™ garnet are used
in several offshore oil field projects
in the Middle East.

“Over the years, we have been more than
a garnet supplier to them as we provide
our technical expertise in supporting
their specification and technical needs,"
Ajay said.

One of the major oil fields is the Umm
Lulu, Bu Hasser, Nasr 1 for the blasting
of deck-jackets and pipelines. Our
garnet abrasives products are also
used for Saudi Aramco jackets, slipover
jackets and decks.

"Furthermore, we have the capability to
help them dispose of their used garnet
responsibly via our recycling plant in
Dubai, UAE."

GMA Middle East Business Development
Manager Ajay Thanki said that our
customers trust GMA’s capability to
meet their demands for consistent and
reliable supply of garnet to minimise
project downtime.

Umm Lulu field is located in the
Arabian Gulf, 30km north-west of Abu
Dhabi, UAE. The offshore oil field is
being developed by ADNOC Offshore,
a joint venture of Abu Dhabi National
Oil Company, BP, Total and Japan Oil
Development Company.
By Stephanie Cheong, GMA Group
 GMA’s garnet abrasives are used for the blasting of

deck-jackets, pipelines, slipover jackets and decks.
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Save 22% on abrasive blasting cost
by switching to GMA ToughBlast™
The City of Dayton in Ohio, USA awarded a
maintenance project of two very large (two million
gallons) multi-leg elevated water tanks to a local
painting contractor.
The contractor used a different type of abrasive blasting
product for each tank and discovered one delivered a better
performance than the other, and at a lower cost. He saved
22% on the total project cost. Here are the project details:
The tanks are supported by a large central riser column, and
12 legs around the circumference. These tanks are completely
contained with tarps that can be raised or lowered in high
wind conditions.
Access to the tanks are via swing stages and catwalk platforms
that are suspended between the columns. The 15-year-old
tanks have a total surface area of 6,782 m2 (73,000 sqft2) with a
25 to 30mm intact coating. The Internal surface area of a tank
is 2,601 sqm2 (28,000 sqft2) while the external surface is 4,181
sqm2 (45,000 sqft2).
Abrasive blasting on the first tank was performed using coal
slag with the following results:
A B R A S I V E B L A S T I N G U S I N G COA L S L AG

For the second tank which had a much thicker coating than
the first, BlastOne International - a GMA distribution partner
recommended a combination of GMA Toughblast™ garnet and
two high-production MegaBlaster with each equipped with a
1,600cfm compressor.
ABRASIVE BLASTING USING
G M A TO U G H B L A S T ™
Abrasive consumption

220 tonnes

Total man-hours

1,350

Nozzles used

5 to 6 for 10 hours a day.

Downtime

Minimal. Reloading once per day
compared to 2 to 3x previously.

The foreman was amazed by the excellent visibility after the
blasting session using GMA ToughBlast™.
“My working day is shorter as I don’t have to stop and wait
for the dust settle to see what we are doing!
“And there is basically nothing to clean up!”

Abrasive consumption

380 tonnes

Besides the project cost savings, he was able to move the
equipment on a week ahead of schedule to start the next project!

Total man-hours

1,728

By Jim Gooden, BlastOne International

Nozzles used

6 to 7 for 12 hours per day.

"The foreman was amazed by
the excellent visibility after
the blasting session using
GMA ToughBlast™. "

Right photo: The 15-year-old tanks have a total
surface area of 6,782 m2 (73,000 sqft2) with a
25 to 30mm intact coating. The Internal surface
area of a tank is 2,601 sqm2 (28,000 sqft2)while
the external surface is 4,181 sqm2 (45,000 sqft2).
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EVENTS

Fabtech visitors to the GMA booth were particularly
interested in GMA’s PROCut™ and ECOGarnet™.

Record breaking crowd
at Fabtech 2019

GMA showcases
complete garnet
abrasive range at
STEELFAB 2020
GMA participated in SteelFab 2020 at the Expo
Centre Sharjah in UAE from 13 to 16 January
this year.
SteelFab is the most significant UAE steel fabrication
and metalworking exhibition that showcases the latest
technology and industry know-how in today’s market.

North America’s largest metal forming,
fabricating, welding, and finishing trade show.

The GMA Middle East team showcased a complete
range of garnet abrasives for coating removal and
surface preparation, waterjet applications, garnet
recovery and recycling solutions at the event.

Fabtech 2019 hosted a record-breaking crowd at
Chicago’s McCormack Place Illinois, USA from 11
to 14 November last year.

In addition, GMA is the only garnet company in the
world that manages the supply chain from the mine
to the customers' door. This enables us to meet our
Middle East customers’ demands for consistent and
reliable supply to minimise project downtime.

With nearly 50,000 visitors from 95 countries, the
impressive attendance marked a 7% increase over
the previous year’s event, despite some wintry weather.

By Hemanshu Dawda, GMA Middle East

As always, abrasive waterjet cutting technology had
a large presence at the show, with each of the major
equipment manufacturers exhibiting their machines.
Many of whom were proudly using GMA Garnet™ for
their demonstrations. From small “desktop” waterjets,
to large multi-head systems with 5-axis capabilities,
the possibilities of waterjet cutting were on full display.
Our GMA booth was busy throughout the show, as
the team greeted visitors from throughout North
America. The visitors were particularly interested in
GMA’s PROCut™ garnet, for use in more demanding
applications or in high volume operations. In addition,
ECOGarnet™ - our high quality re-processed product
has also received a lot of attention for its value and
positive environmental impact.
The show last year was a great success. Visitors were
able to experience the latest and greatest in waterjet
cutting technology, as well as learn more about the value
of GMA’s full line of high-performance garnet abrasives.
By Chris Waters, GMA Americas
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From left: GMA Middle East Business Development Manager Ajay
Thanki, Gulf Pearl Group Managing Director Ala Ashoor and GMA
Middle East Manager - Waterjet Division Hemanshu Dawda.

OUR PEOPLE

More than just a job
20 years of service

Clive is a hardworking person
who you can rely on in a crisis.

Keeping GMA’s garnet processing
plant in Geraldton, Australia
running smoothly each day is no
easy feat, but Clive McCagh helps
get the job done.

“GMA has gone through some huge
change over my time of 20 years,
from small beginnings to a global
heavyweight. So, thanks to each and
every one I have come into contact
with over the years.”

Celebrating two decades of service last
year, Clive joined GMA as Plant Hand
in July 1999. He was later promoted to
Plant Operator and now fulfills the role
of Leading Hand. He had also served as
a fill-in superintendent for about two
years, and was given the opportunity
to assist with the commissioning of the
Fairless Hills plant in USA.

His colleagues are grateful to him as
well. “Clive is a hardworking person
who you can rely on in a crisis,” says
Ryan Holmes. “He puts the team first,
and he is a true friend. It has been a
privilege to work with him.”

For him, working at GMA is more than
just a job. “I have had some really great
times and made some lifelong friends
both past and present,” Clive says.

Clive is a golf enthusiast and loving
father who enjoys watching Carlton*
win (which isn’t very often) and
spending time with his family.
By Belinda Burrows, GMA Mining Australia
*Australian football

Ryan, the skydiving Plant Manager
10 years of service

If you were to walk into GMA’s
Fairless Hills facility in Pennsylvania,
USA and asked for the most
adventurous employee there, you
would most likely be given the same
name: Ryan Moses.
Ryan goes skydiving every weekend.
Instantly hooked after his first jump,
Ryan got into his daring hobby thanks
to his deep love for aviation.
He also has a private pilot license and
tries to fly every few weeks to keep his
skills sharp.

When he’s not flying or jumping out of
airplanes, Ryan can be found hard at
work at GMA. As a Plant Manager, Ryan
is responsible for managing the daily
operations of our garnet processing plant
in Fairless Hills, USA for the past 10 years.
Managing a plant and flying a plane may
seem like two very different things, but
Ryan believes that his weekend activities
have helped him become better at his job.
“Flying is very detail-oriented. We use a
lot of checklists and written procedures
and I’ve applied the same practices to
our operations here,” he says.

When asked what he likes most about
working at GMA, Ryan cites his team,
watching the company evolve, and being
able to help employees grow professionally.
“I have a passion for problem solving
and creating a work environment where
employees are treated fairly and can
thrive,” Ryan adds.
Shipping & Packaging Manager Sean
Daisey agrees. “Ryan is a great example
of an intelligent leader and a kind person.
I feel that I have learned a lot from
him, not just my job, but being the best
person I can be.”
By Deena Reimer, GMA Americas

When Ryan is not flying or jumping out of airplanes, he can be found hard at work at GMA or with his beautiful familiy.
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Enjoy one day at a time
10 years of service

“Enjoy one day at a time and the
years seem to follow incredibly
quickly,” says Ellen Lambert from
the Asia Pacific sales team in
Perth, Australia."

memorable moments at the company.
But the one that immediately comes
to mind was a Melbourne Cup race
day, the nation’s best known horse
racing event. One of her colleagues
came to work in a horse onesie!

As the Sales Administrator for GMA
for more than 10 years, Ellen has
conscientiously delivered her projects
and daily tasks which includes
quoting, receiving orders, invoicing,
and supporting the Port Hedland,
Karratha, and Darwin depots in
Australia.

Ellen shares that the satisfaction that
she gets from her job is what keeps
her going, and it almost feels like she
just joined the company yesterday.

Having been with GMA since October
of 2009, Ellen has had her share of

“I would like to thank everyone who
was in Geraldton when I first started
with GMA and were very patient with
me learning the ropes at GMA.”
By Stephanie Cheong, GMA Group

Fight homelessness one cup at a time
GMA is pleased to sponsor The Underground
Collaborative, a social enterprise that aims
to create employment and housing solutions
for people experiencing, or at-risk of
homelessness in Perth, Western Australia.
Through their project Ground+Co – a coffee cart
business, they employ people from disadvantaged
backgrounds, and 100% of the profits are
reinvested back into training and employment.
Employees will undergo barista training for
six months and thereafter, provided with
supportive pathways for transition into long-term
employment and stable housing.
GMA’s support of AUD$5000 will go towards the
running of a coffee cart which started in October
2019. The cart is managed by three survivors of
family domestic violence and two head baristas
who provide training and mentorship.
Find out more about The Underground
Collaborative: theunderground.org.au
By Josephine Koh, GMA Group

Ground+Co provides training and employment for people from disadvantaged
backgrounds who may be experiencing, or at-risk of homelessness.
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GMA is supporting the inaugural women’s T-20 Cricket series by funding the league’s
key field umpires for the 2019/2020 season.

GMA supports inaugural women’s T-20 Cricket
League in Geraldton
GMA is supporting the inaugural women’s T-20 Cricket
series by funding the league’s key field umpires for the
2019/2020 season.
GMA Executive General Manager - Global Mining Paul Ferguson
said the Group was particularly proud to support the local
women’s cricket tournament held in Geraldton, Western Australia.
“As a local company and member of the community, we are
committed to protecting and enhancing the wonderful lifestyle
of the Midwest community,” Mr Ferguson said.
“By lending our support to women who have established a
local competition in a previously male dominated sport, I hope
we encourage more women to get involved with cricket, and
indeed mining.

“Women make up roughly 20 percent of our Mid-west workforce
– a number we are always striving to increase.”
Administration Officer Stacey Jerrard has worked for GMA since
2005, and Safety Officer Lizy Kelly joined the Group this year;
both are amateur cricket players and will play in the inaugural
Geraldton league.
“When we found out that the competition was going to rely on
volunteer umpires , we brought it to the attention of GMA and
we very quickly had support.” Mrs Kelly said.
“Thanks to GMA, we’ve been able to pay umpires for each of the
ten rounds of play.”
By Stephanie Cheong, GMA Group

Combat youth homelessness via education & training
GMA supports Foyer Oxford, a youth housing service in
Perth, Western Australia.

It is the largest single site homelessness service for young
people in Australia.

Foyer Oxford is run by a consortium of Anglicare Western
Australia, Foundation Housing Ltd and North Metropolitan
Tafe which aims to combat and end youth homelessness via
education, training and sustainable employment.

GMA’s donation of AUD$5,000 will contribute towards training
resources to assist homeless youth in obtaining the skills
required to turn their lives around.

The facility has the capacity to house and support 98 young
people, including 24 young parents and their children.

By Clinton Ward-Horner. GMA Group
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Up All Night walking
marathon raises
$1 million for sick
children
GMA partnered Ronald McDonald House Charities in
Western Australia (RMHC WA) in a dollar matching
day fundraiser to raise funds for seriously ill children
and their families.
From left: Isaac, Nina, Monty and Pete getting food packed to be delivered
to the local food banks.

For the dollar matching day, we pledged a contribution of
AUD$10,000 to match individual donations of up to AUD
$250. When a donor contributes AUD$250, GMA matches
the amount to make it AUD$500.

GMA employees
spread kindness last
holiday season

The response was overwhelming with GMA’s allocation used
up within two minutes! The total funds received that day
amounted to AUD $48,704 which was almost five times the
amount raised on previous dollar matching days.
This fundraiser contributes to the Up All Night – a 42km
walking marathon, which took place after dark and finished
at dawn on 30 November 2019.
The event raised over AUD $1 million for RMHC WA which
will go towards providing accommodation for regional
families of seriously ill children receiving hospital treatment
in Perth, Western Australia.

GMA employees at our mining operations in Alder,
Montana in USA celebrated the holidays in a special
way last November.
The employees organised a food drive to donate to local
food banks as part of the company’s wellness programme.

By Clinton Ward-Horner. GMA Group

To get everyone into the spirit of giving, a competition
was put together, and the team that donates the most
items wins the challenge. Seven teams comprised of
employees from different departments participated, with
employees purchasing items out of their own pockets.
Thanks to everyone’s enthusiasm and generosity, we
donated more than 1,700 items to the local Sheridan
& Ennis Food Banks.
The majority of the items that were given to families in
need were non-perishable food items such as canned
and boxed goods. Some employees also purchased home
goods like laundry detergent, while others remembered to
include our furry friends in need by donating pet food!
By Stephanie Cheong, GMA Group
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GMA Garnet Group (GMA) is the trusted global leader in industrial garnet and has been providing the highest quality garnet
abrasive to the waterjet cutting and protective coating industries for over 35 years. GMA is the only global garnet supplier
to own the complete supply chain from source and processing to international distribution. We deliver specialist advice
and distribute a complete range of premium abrasive products to more than 80 countries from our own warehouses and a
network of more than 100 distributor outlets.
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